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President’s Piece 
 
Can you believe it is June already?  Where does the time go?  Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of 
Prism, with a particularly warm welcome to new members Suzanne Staal and Elizabeth Riley. 
With the end of financial year almost upon us, I’m reminded of two things: 
 

1. Phil Lawrence and Roger Bartlett have given us the June 30 deadline to have our images 

submitted to Frank from Frontier for printing for the Print Project 2018, and 

2. Not quite so exciting, but our membership fees will be due!  A warmly delivered reminder that if 

you’re not a fully-paid up member, you’re really not supposed to participate in our competitions, 

graded or not!  Max will send reminders soon, but it would be so helpful if members could simply 

renew straight away.  Don’t make Max chase you – he has way more fun things he could be doing 

in his free time, like taking photos. 

Hearty congratulations to us for winning the Photographic Society of Queensland’s Salon of Excellence for 
2018!  Enjoy everyone, for this is our grand final moment in the sun – they don’t come along too often.  
Further, the club recently placed a very credible fourth at the Rivercity Print competition with fabulous results 
for individual members – see article later. 
 
And while I’ve got your attention, may I ask that you all consider some of the roles which will be retiring at 
the end of the year, namely: 
 
. club secretary 
. club competitions officer 
. judge coordinator 
. newsletter editor  
. webmaster/website updater and social media manager 
. library exhibition coordinator 
. Focus Group coordinator 
. general committee member. 
 
All jobs come with a handover and a job description, but if you get in quick, you can have six month’s worth 
of job experience before new positions are taken up at the beginning of 2019.  Have a think – together we 
make quite a formidable team, and there is a lot of talent spread across our membership.  In the meantime, 
enjoy your photography and enjoy your club. 

 
Anne Pappalardo 
President, Queensland Camera Group 

 

Library Exhibition 
 
Our latest amazing exhibition is at Kenmore Library and will be hung there until the end of June.  Take the 
opportunity to drop by and check our members' work, especially if you are attending our next Focus Group 
meeting, also held at Kenmore Library, on Thursday 28 June (featuring Ray Shorter discussing Lightroom). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   Article and photos by Anne Pappalardo  
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Guest Speaker Andrew Porfyri 
May 3rd  
 
Andrew started his talk by telling us about his childhood which is when he gained his love 
of photography at an early age. In his early schooling he had to grapple with the language 
barrier and throughout his school years was known as “the Greek boy”. He found his 
interests were definitely on the visual and artistic side rather than academic and with his 
love of photography he left high school to take up a job as an assistant in a photographic 
lab. During this time he learnt a lot about photography and particularly from the errors the 
photographers made and the discussions they had with him on their choice of lighting and 
how they rectified their errors. Andrew’s second job was as a photographer in a studio 
that specialised in photographing art works.  The studio insisted on a nonflexible standard 
lighting configuration for every art work and Andrew found this did not do justice to the art. 
He secretly changed the lighting configuration for his shooting to bring out the textures 
and depth in the art and thereby developed a reputation for his lighting skills with the 
artists requesting he photograph their work. From there he set up his own studio in the 
West End and became a very successful wedding photographer.  These days he 
specialises in Industrial photography and he showed us many of the tricky lighting 
situations he has had to deal with on various shoots and how he would overcome them. It 
was a fascinating and most enjoyable and informative talk.    

 
Article by David Bullock, photo by Tony FitzGerald 
 
 
Portrait and Open, judged by Paul Tilley 
Thursday 17th May 
 
Our judge for May which featured the set subject Portraits (as well as 
Open) was Paul Tilley LAPS PSQA.  Paul is a terrific friend of the QCG 
– he is married with kids and grandkids and is a member at Aspley 
Camera Club.  He is a national and international exhibitor and his 
photographic strengths include action, portrait, landscape and nature. 
 
Paul started his judging with a quick overview of his judging process.  
He likes to start with the artistic quality of the image, any unusual 
elements, whether he likes the image or not, and of course, technical 
superiority.  Paul advised all judges try to be impartial but that it is very 
difficult – each individual will have their ‘leaning’! 
 
Specific points made by Paul during his judging were: 
 
. don’t chop off hands in your portraits; 
. post processing – try not to be too heavy-handed;  keep images natural; 
. use the Highlights slider to bring out details and maintain realism (Paul really liked to see detail in images); 
. for composite pieces, pay real attention to the details;  Paul recommends have a look at Kris Anderson’s processes 
(http://www.imagesbyanderson.com/).  Kris was 2017 AIPP Illustrative Photographer of the Year and his attention to detail on 
illustrative work is amazing; 
. for planes/cars/bikes, make sure you give them plenty of room to move into, that is, crop the images so that there is 
space in front of the vehicle – don’t crop too tight. 
 
Article by Anne Pappalardo, photo by Gaye Edwards 

 
  

Recaps 

 

http://www.imagesbyanderson.com/
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Portrait Group 
Saturday 19th May 2018 
 
The Portrait Group met on Saturday 19th May and were charmed by our teenage female Japanese model wearing a traditional 
outfit. Yoshiko was willing to try many poses suggested by members as well as joining in the fun of some interesting 
experiments with mirror reflections and contemporary accessories.  Check the website Gallery. The 16th June meeting for the 
Portrait Group will see a great opportunity for our studio shooters when we meet at a different venue to help the Western 
Suburbs Multiple Birth Assoc once again with their family photos - we will be indoors in case it rains (as it did in the Park last 
time!). Please watch for an email from me with more info on this event.  

  

Article by Gaye Edwards, photographs Peter Moodie/John Edwards and Gaye Edwards 

 

 

 

Focus Group Thursday 24th May 
 
The Focus Group event for May was a “Peer Reviewing” of our club members’ images. A 
large number of members attended and most brought one or two images, either DPI or Prints, 
for review. Everyone joined in the discussion and I think all took away some very helpful and 
appreciative points and suggestions and ideas for possible improvement. It was not a 
competition and judging of images, but a pleasant discussion of each other’s work. After the 
display of images the discussions continued whilst partaking of the usual coffee and eats. 
(Must remember to take a photograph next time of the delectable victuals).       
 
Article by David Bullock, photo by Tony FitzGerald 
 
 
 
 
 
 

PSQ Convention and Photoshoot Outing, 5th – 7th May 

 

 Gems of the Outback.     
 
The Emerald Photographic Club took on the task of hosting this year ’s PSQ Annual Conference. They must be commended for 
a fine job. 
 
On Friday evening the Gems of the Outback photographic competition and exhibition was an ideal start to the weekend.  The 
Emerald Art Gallery provided an excellent venue and a fine spread of finger foods 
 
Saturday morning was off with breakfast in the park under Vincent's Sunflower painting [perhaps a copy] It moved onto the 
Emerald Town Hall and after a short address from Mayor Kerry Hayes opening the Conference and welcoming guests the 
keynote speaker Steve Parish spoke “on how to provide you with the inspiration and tools for developing, expressing and 
communicating your unique creative voice” 
 
Following lunch Ken Drake from Zoo Studio told how he photographs animals; on the floor, camera in one hand and food in the 
other. His beautiful photos have been published around the world. 
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Local photographer James Laws was the last speaker for the day. He covered all areas including portraiture. After afternoon tea 
folk dispersed to take part in the great range of workshops available. I chose to take the conducted tour of the local cotton gin 
led by Renne Anderson, Regional manager of Cotton Australia. The cotton plant has now been bred to require minimal spraying 
and reduced water usage. Cotton provides $2 billion to the national economy and one bale of fibre can produce 215 pair of 
jeans. Something you really needed to know. 
 
Dinner on Saturday night was at The Irish, an Irish themed local pub. 
 
Sunday's programme started with Alessandro Petrini showing his timelapse and videography. He has the camera mounted on a 
powered rail. A presentation by five of the women members of the Emerald Club on why they joined and their photography. Lots 
of emotion and tears. After morning tea a presentation by the Mt Gravatt Club on the PSQ Conference 2019 at Wynnum. Photo 
opportunities in the Wynnum wet lands. 
The last session for the morning was a motivational address by Michael Connelly. He challenged clubs to move away from “ We 
do it like that because that’s how we've always done it”. A most inspiring and entertaining speaker. 
 
Les Walkling spoke after lunch on how to make your photos sing. Les covered drawing, tonal, colour, spatial and temporal 
composition. A presentation by the Emerald Photo Club Juniors on their perspective of image making. Jason Buck filled the last 
spot of the afternoon speaking on camera care.   Points of note: always use a filter to protect your lens and clean your camera 
bag. 
 
Members dispersed to take part in the large selection of workshops after afternoon tea. I chose to visit a local irrigation farm 
where we were shown centre pivot irrigation and a demonstration of siphon irrigation from a water channel. This farm has cotton, 
chick peas, maize and sunflower growing. The Emerald irrigation scheme has provided local farmers with the opportunity to 
grow a great variety of produce i.e. grapes, macadamia nuts, avocados, citrus and pecan nuts as well. 
 
Sunday night’s Gala Dinner was held under the stars at an out of town location. The meal was cooked on site by the Conference 
caterers. The annual print auction resulted in spirited and generous bidding from the assembled crowd.   
The PSQ Judges Forum started proceedings on Monday morning. They asked clubs to please send feedback forms on Judging 
also details of club requirements. A round of applause for the Judges. 
 
Pam Bartlett-Munt, President of the Emerald Photographic Club and Chairman of the Conference made the announcement that 
the print auction had raised $3200.00 and with a further donation of $200.00, $3400.00 will go to the Black Dog Institute. 
 
Selena Rollason spoke on the BIRTH of a new Photographic Genre. Open your mind. Selena spoke passionately of her 
photography of before, during and after the birth of babies and offers caring and support to the parents. Her career took a step 
forward in 2009 when her photo of the dust storm in Brisbane made the front page of the Courier Mail. In 2013 she turned 
professional and in 2018 was awarded Professional of the Year. Selena's final words “Never lose sight of your WHY”. 
 
After morning tea Family Portraiture was addressed by Ralf Brown. He uses natural light working early mornings or evenings. At 
times he utilises off camera flash with a reflector umbrella. Ralf loves using his Sigma 85mm Art lens or the 70 to 200 f2.8lens. 
Generally works with large apertures of f2.8 or f4. 
 
The last address of the conference was given by Dean Saffron, a documentary photography and film maker. He screened a 
short film on surfboard manufacture and graphic photos of garbage collecting in Mexico. He has worked in disadvantaged areas 
such as Bangladesh, Cambodia, Myanmar and East Timor and spent time in Cuba. Dean donates the bulk of his earnings to 
various worthy causes. 
            
The conference closed with hugs and tears and a rousing farewell from attendees. 
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Article and photos by Rob Dearden  Key to photos: 
     Breakfast in the Park Chairman Pam & Dean Saffron Alissandro Petini 
     PSQ Judges 
  Next page -  Settling in Saturday Morning Rousing Farewell     
   Michael Connelly  Pam and Ken Drake Jason Buck Hugs for Les Walkling 
    Pam and Selena  Pam and Steve  Ralf Brown and that Bag 
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Photography as Art.  Workshops with Steve Parish. 
 
Steve conducted his workshops on the Tuesday and Wednesday following the PSQ conference. I attended on the Wednesday. 
An early start in the Emerald Botanic Gardens to produce photos suitable for ART. A multishot panorama was chosen and later 
in the morning Steve proceeded to convert it to a work of art. Steve has had great success marketing these products. The day 
ranged over Lightroom, Topaz and Google to solve all problems. 
 
Article by Rob Dearden 
 

Photoshoot Outing South Brisbane Industrial 
 
On Saturday 19

th
 May nine early risers set off before dawn from 

Montague St in South Brisbane to explore one of the few remaining 
inner city industrial areas. After a quick briefing we headed off into the 
early morning clear crisp blue skies, which didn’t do much for taking 
gritty industrial photos, but did make for a very pleasant walkaround. 
It is probably safe to say that the local glass factory, Paul’s milk factory 
and the concrete plant have never had so many photos taken of them 
before, that was when we weren’t busy taking photos of each other. We 
were greeted by the odd friendly worker wondering what we were up to. 
We were able to find lots of opportunities among the pipes, steam and 
chimneys of the area. 
This area also holds many other photographic subjects which we all 
took the opportunity to explore. There was plenty of panning shots of 
cyclists taken, early light photos of the river and city and other opportunities explored. 
We finished off back at Montague St, where we were able to access the 5

th
 floor of an office building that overlooks the area. To 

round the day off, we soon realised that the glass walls behind us made for great reflection photos. We then parted ways with 
some of us heading off for coffee and brunch at a local café. Hopefully there will be some great industrial photos to come out of 
this outing. 
 
Article by Peter Moodie, photograph taken with Lynda’s tripod, David’s camera and Rodney’s remote trigger.    
 

River City Print Competition 
 
The annual Rivercity Prints Competition was organised and hosted by Peninsula Camera Club on Saturday 2 June.  As its 
name suggests, the Rivercity is an annual prints competition open to all Queensland camera clubs.  Our entry was put together 
by a small group from the club – it’s a tricky job because the judging is impact, that is, prints are paraded, one by one, before a 
panel of three judges, who then each enter their own score, which is quickly tallied before the next print is placed before them.  
The Peninsula Club chose a maximum score of 6 points per judge so each print is marked out of a total of 18 points.  Members 
of the audience last night saw the final score, but were not able to see each judge’s individual score. 
As with all impact judging, at the conclusion of each section (which included Non A Grade colour, Non A Grade mono, A Grade 
colour and A Grade mono) the judges review in detail the highest scoring prints.  Any points awarded those prints are discarded 
and amongst themselves, the judges choose a first, second and third.  And yes you’re right, sometimes the highest scoring print 
in a section ends up coming second, third or is sometimes discarded altogether, depending on how many images the judges 
bring back to review. 
QCG members did unbelievably well at this year’s judging, with the following results: 
 
A Grade Monochrome Print 3rd Place Ben Stoffl  for "Stegen Boat Huts" 
A Grade Monochrome Print 2nd Place Tony FitzGerald  for "The Pine Cone" 
A Grade Colour Print 2nd Place  Tony FitzGerald  for "The Struggle" 
A Grade Colour Print 1st Place  Solveig Gillis  for "Red Russula" 
Champion Print for the competition  Solveig Gillis  for "Red Russula". 
 
Overall, Queensland Camera Club placed fourth in what was a tightly contested competition, with only four points separating 
third and first place: 
8

th
 place Gold Coast    181 points (incomplete number of entries) 

7
th

 place Caloundra   192 (also incomplete number of entries) 
7

th
 place Aspley    192 

6
th

 place Wynnum    195 
5

th
 place Brisbane Camera Group  209 

4
th

 place Queensland Camera Group 210 
3

rd
 place Peninsula Camera Group  214 

2
nd

 place Mount Gravatt Camera Club 215 
1

st
 place Ipswich Camera Club  218 

 
Our sincere thanks as always to Rodney Nancarrow who organises this competition for us with passion and professionalism, 
ensuring not only that we have a terrific representation of images from the club (mostly by nagging us to get our prints in) but 
also making sure our entry arrives safely and on time.  Rodney represents the club to a very high standard – make sure you 
give him a pat on the back next time you see him at the clubhouse. 
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May Competition Honours and Merits 
 

Portrait 

Prints Peter Moodie   Honiara Honey    Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   Three Day Growth    Honour  B     

 Joy Melchiori   You Can’t Reach me From Here  Merit  AB  

 Phil Lawrence   Ellen     Merit  A 

 Jane McMenamin   Remembering    Merit  A 

 Rob Dearden   A Rose By Any Other Name   Merit  A 

 Ken Butler   On The Trail Of Mr Joyce   Merit  A 

 Ray Shorter   Relativity    Merit & Most Apt Title A 

 Betty Collerson   Lost In Thought    Honour  A 

 Anne Pappalardo   Lost In Ulysses    Honour  A 

  

DPIs Peter Moodie   Look Here    Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   Jimmy     Merit  B 

 Joy Melchiori  Hmm I think I’d like t be a princess when I grow up  Merit  AB 

 David Bullock   Sarah     Merit  AB 

 Margaret Whyte   Colin Wearing His Purple Tie   Merit  AB 

 Phil Lawrence   Natalina     Merit  A 

 Ray Shorter   Gladys     Merit  A 

 Anne Pappalardo   Sisters by Birth, Friends by Choice  Merit  A 

 Gaye Edwards   Lovely Laura    Merit  A 

 Rob Dearden   Charming     Merit  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   So Proud of Her Heritage   Honour  A 

 Esther Andrews   Today I am a Model    Honour  A 

 Geoff Rankin   SWAMP (She Wears A Mean Persona)  Honour  A  

 

Open 

Prints Peter Moodie   Wirraway Takeoff    Merit  B 

 Martin Riley   Tolling Bells at Sunset   Merit  B 

 John Kelly   Cactua Galerita Coverts   Merit  AB 

 Joy Melchiori   Beijing Banquet    Honour  AB 

 Solveig Gillis   Chinese Pear Tree    Merit  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   Emerald Coast    Merit  A 

 Phil Lawrence   Reach For The Sky    Merit  A 

 George Greenaway   The Atrium    Merit  A 

 Esther Andrews   European Robin    Merit  A 

 Gaye Edwards   Bird’s Eye View    Honour  A 

 Ray Shorter   Ode to Darkness 1    Honour  A 

 

DPIs Jasmine Westerman  Fascinated   Merit & Most Apt Title B 

 Martin Riley   Abandoned Under The Stars   Merit  B 

 John Kelly   Where’s Wally’s Wheel   Merit  AB 

 Joy Melchiori   Venice     Honour  AB 

 Ken Butler   Broken Teeth    Merit  A 

 Tony FitzGerald   Focused     Merit  A 

 Esther Andrews   We Can Wait    Merit  A 

 Ray Shorter   Solitude and Silence   Merit  A 

 Jane McMenamin   Window On The Lake   Merit  A 

 Anne Pappalardo   Keep Your Eye On The Ball   Honour  A 

  

Competitions & Events 
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June Competition Guidelines 

Please note: in all competitions the same image must not be submitted as a projected image and a print. 

INDUSTRIAL: 

QCG Guidelines - 

You are encouraged to use your imagination and interpret a subject in your own unique style. 

Inter Club Guidelines for 2018 – 

An image depicting any form of industry eg machines, buildings, by-products of industry eg smoke/steam. The object is to 
portray the functional side rather than the human side of industry. Document an aspect of the production process. 

 

OPEN:  

Any subject that is treated pictorially, embodying the elements of good design, arrangement or composition, and which reflects 
the personal interpretation of the photographer. 

Note: An image entered for Open should not be able to be entered for the set subject i.e. avoid anything industrial for June Open 

 

ICONIC AUSTRALIA: 

QCG Guidelines - 

You are encouraged to use your imagination and interpret a subject in your own unique style. 

Inter Club Guidelines for 2018 – 
 

A widely recognised, well established symbol of Australia. 

 

Guidelines for Entering Monthly Competitions 
Full guidelines for entering QCG Competitions can be found on page 2 of the Handbook: 
 
 http://www.qcg.org.au/pages/handbook.pdf 
 
Please note the naming convention for your DPI files: Subject_Title_Maker_Grade.jpg 
 

(e.g., Landscape_Sunset_John Smith_Agr.jpg) 
 
 
 

PSQ SEQ Success 
 

 
Photo Gaye Edwards 

Photo courtesy Sue Gordon 
 
 
  

 

http://www.qcg.org.au/pages/handbook.pdf
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Upcoming Events  
 
 
Thurs 7 June 
 
Sat 16 June 
  
Thurs 21 June 
 
Sun 24 June 
 
Thurs 28 June 

 

 
GUEST SPEAKER: Kara Rosenlund  - Photographer www.kararosenlund.com/prints/ 
 
PORTRAIT GROUP 1pm-3pm, Location to be advised. 
 
COMPETITION Judging: INDUSTRIAL and OPEN 
 
CLUB PHOTOSHOOT – TBA 
 
FOCUS GROUP 7pm-9pm, Kenmore Library – Lightroom Part II  - presenter Ray Shorter 

 

 
Entries Due: Industrial & Open 

 

 
Thurs 5 July 
 
Sat 14 July 
 
Mon 17 – 
Sun 23 July 
 
Thurs 19 July 
 
Thurs 26 July 
 
Sat 28 July 
 
 

 
Club Q&A, Member Speakers: The story Behind The Photo 

 
PORTRAIT GROUP 1pm-3pm, The Hub, Mt Ommaney – Note: This event is on the 2

nd
 Saturday of the 

month.* 
 
PRINT PORTFOLIO PROJECT GALLERY EXIBITION – details to be advised 
 
COMPETITION Judging: ICONIC AUSTRALIA and OPEN 
 
FOCUS GROUP 7pm-9pm, Kenmore Library  
 
CLUB PHOTOSHOOT – Lunar Eclipse, meet very early Wild Horse Mountain, details tba. 
 
 

 
Entries Due: Iconic Australia & Open 
 

 
 

Special Interest Group Meetings 
 
Portraiture Saturday 16 June  Saturday 14 July*  Saturday 18 August 

 
Focus Group Thursday 28 June Thursday 26 July  Thursday 23 August 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Upcoming QCG Guest Speaker 
 
Thursday 7

th
 June – Kara Rosenlund 

  
This month we have the pleasure of the company of Kara Rosenlund as our guest speaker.  Kara 
is a 35 years old Australian travel and lifestyle photographer. 
 
Kara works in both the freelance editorial and advertising sectors blending her skills as a 
photographer and stylist. She also curates her own online print shop, making available her 
limited edition photographic prints in Australia and across the world.  
  
She has also published a photographic book titled Shelter – How Australians Live.  A book 

which took her on a yearlong road trip through the Australian landscape, seeking out and 
documenting quintessentially authentic Australian interiors and landscapes. Her talk may help 
inspire you for our July set topic “Iconic Australia” 
 
Kara has also photographed and styled for some of most respected and recognisable 
International and Australian and magazine titles.  
  
Her personal photographic work has been included in many prestigious exhibitions, most notably 
a solo exhibition at the Sydney Opera House, and acquired in permanent collections both locally 
and abroad.   
Check out some of her work on her website - http://www.kararosenlund.com 
 
 
Article by Tony FitzGerald 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

Events 

 

http://www.kararosenlund.com/prints/
http://shop.kararosenlund.com/photographic-prints/
http://www.kararosenlund.com/book/
http://www.kararosenlund.com/
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QCG Work, Rest and Play 
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Work, rest and play continues next page… 
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www.qcg.org.au 
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